Sperm DNA fragmentation.
Several techniques have been developed to measure the amount of sperm DNA damage in an effort to identify more objective parameters for evaluation of infertile men. The integrity of sperm DNA influences a couple's fertility and helps predict the chances of pregnancy and its successful outcome. The available tests of sperm DNA damage require additional large-scale clinical trails before their integration into routine clinical practice. The physiological/molecular integrity of sperm DNA is a novel parameter of semen quality and a potential fertility predictor. Although DNA integrity assessment appears to be a logical biomarker of sperm quality, it is not being assessed as a routine part of semen analysis by clinical andrologists. Extensive investigation has been conducted for the comparative evolution of these techniques. However, some of these techniques require expensive instrumentation for optimal and unbiased analysis, are labor intensive, or require the use of enzymes whose activity and accessibility to DNA breaks may be irregular. Thus, these techniques are recommended for basic research rather than for routine andrology laboratories. Sperm chromatin structure evaluation is applied to detect male factors that may affect the chance of success with IVF as well as natural fertility. Further research is needed to define the optimal test of sperm chromatin structure. The clinical application of this test will evolve as well.